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TAKE ACTION TO IMPROVE
RETENTION AMONG YOUR
MORTGAGE CUSTOMERS
Powerful Insights to Prevent Customer Loss

Banks, mortgage brokers, and other lenders often see undesirable levels of customer churn because they lack the
data and analytical tools to identify customers seeking to refinance loans before they move to another financial
institution. When you can identify customers at risk for refinancing their mortgages or loans and taking their business
elsewhere early in the process, you can implement steps to retain existing customers and increase their loyalty.
But you need the data to take action. That’s where HyperGraf® from Mphasis NextLabs comes into the picture.

Consistent, real-time, action-oriented customer analytics
Now there’s a solution to the tedious process of analyzing customer data. HyperGraf®, part of the DigiOps platform
from Mphasis, cuts across enterprise data silos and channels, combines it with data from a third party and social
media to provide you with comprehensive customer view. It uses both online and enterprise data to create the most
comprehensive and powerful data portrait available today.
HyperGraf® changes the business dynamic from reaction to preventative action. No longer are you relegated to
chasing customers after they have already refinanced their mortgage or changed financial institutions. Instead,
through HyperGraf’s powerful 360-degree solution, you can identify at-risk customers quickly and accurately.
Customers at risk of refinancing their mortgages can be identified early, and steps are taken to retain their business.

Powerful omni-channel customer metrics
Consumers today interact with your bank through myriad channels. They visit a bank location to discuss their
mortgage rates, check rates online, and read about mortgage news from their favorite website. They interact on
social media, share experiences via online reviews, and leave behind an intriguing trail of clues about their
intended next step.
HyperGraf® offers your financial institution an unprecedented level of customer analytics and insight to identify
customers at risk of refinancing before they take action. With the right preventative steps, you can retain customers
longer.
The challenge, to date, has been to read customer behavior cues accurately. HyperGraf® makes it possible to not only
read into customer actions for insights but to take the next positive step and keep customers from refinancing.

Five benefits to retain mortgage and loan customers
HyperGraf® offers many benefits including:
1. Insights: Generate relevant insights from the digital footprints customer leave behind across multiple
communication channels.
2. Experiences: Create engaging customer experiences with higher relevance, convenience, and responsiveness to
build loyalty and increase retention.
3. Scalability: Scalable with the AWS platform, HyperGraf® can grow along with your business.
4. Cost savings: You’ll save money by using our infrastructure – no new infrastructure needed.
5. Time savings: Faster run-time with HyperGraf’s unique algorithm.

How it works
HyperGraf® uses sophisticated cloud-based technology to receive multiple data feeds from various channels. Public
data sources, social media data, and enterprise data are combined, analyzed, and used to create extensive customer
portraits. The resulting data picture provides you with the insights you need
to take action.
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The interactive interface offers clear data visualization so that you can see at a glance the answer to many
questions you may have about your customers including:
•

Which customers are at risk for refinancing loans or mortgages?
•

Which customers may be influencers or trendsetters for your industry?
•

What your customers want, need and desire from your business?
•

How is a particular customer performing on various business metrics?
•

Which customers are detractors and negative influencers?
•

Why are these customers at risk for refinancing?
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You can use these insights to:
•

Actively market to customers at risk of refinancing with special offers, benefits and more
•

Renegotiate loan offers and mortgage rates
•

Proactively reach out to customers with special credit offers
•

Improve your marketing and sales process
•

Conduct root cause analytics through insights drill-down

HyperGraf® from Mphasis... Changing how banks, financial institutions, and
others utilize customer data and analytics.
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